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N/A
N/A

Question
Can you please share the information on the Nov 16
industry event?
Could you please provide the website or link for
registering for the 16 November PALT event?

Answer
https://beta.sam.gov/opp/1e112b1752b741caa30f3e2ee808b43d/view
https://beta.sam.gov/opp/1e112b1752b741caa30f3e2ee808b43d/view

N/A

My company was recently off‐ramped on a schedule
due to insufficient sales. Is it possible to get those
Contact Chanda Tallman: chanda.tallman@gsa.gov
SINS reinstated on MAS? Do I still have a 2‐year wait?

N/A

It is recommended that you initiate the conversation with the GSA
contracting officers when you are ready to start the process. GSA is
working through all contractors that have more than one contract, but
Will a GSA Contracting Officer be notifying us that we
you may initiate the conversation at any time. You will need to determine
need to combine our two schedules, or do we initiate
which GSA Schedule contract will be your surviving schedule and start
the action on our own?
preparing to modify that schedule to add the SINs from the GSA Schedule
you are not keeping. For more information on this process you can
contact Chanda Tallman at chanda.tallman@gsa.gov.

N/A

All SINs (IT70, PSS, and all others) are now consolidated under one single
Have all IT70 SINs been consolidated under the PSS at Schedule called the GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS). The single
Schedule is structured around 12 categories and 83 subcategories. More
this point?
information is available at Caution‐https://go.usa.gov/x7kNB.

N/A

We have 2 MAS contracts. How do we initiate
consolidating both contracts into one?

N/A

How does ACC‐R / EXPRESS get paid for EXPRESS
contracting services across the Army or to other
organizations as it evolves?

You can reach out to the GSA contracting officers and start the
conversation. However, you will first need to determine which GSA
Schedule contract will be your surviving schedule and start preparing to
modify that schedule to add the SINs from the schedule you are not
keeping. For more information on this process you can contact Chanda
Tallman at chanda.tallman@gsa.gov.
ACC‐RSA does not and will not charge a fee for service for the utilization
of the EXPRESS vehicle. A process for potential reimbursement for
administrative costs is being developed for possible customer base
expansion.
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Question

What is the anticipated Contract type for 2020T‐12 ‐
SBSA or Full and Open?
2020T‐12 When was the expected release date again?

2020T‐12

2020T‐12 Does CCDC have published small business goals?
2020T‐12

Is the RFP release still targeted for mid Jan given the
earlier release of DTORFQ?

2020T‐12 NAICS 541330 has several size stds: 16.5M or 41.5M?
2020T‐12 Will this be T&M?
How will you handle Protective technology awards ‐
will SEC be involved?
Just to clarify, S3E will be a SBSA under 541330
2020T‐12
$41.5M size standard?

2020T‐12

Answer
2020T‐12 will be competed Full & Open as a Hybrid T&M/FFP Task Order.
The DRAFT TORFQ is expected to be released 06 Nov 20.
CCDC does not have published Small Business Goals and follows that of
the Army.
The TORFQ release is still on target for mid to late January.
The size standard for NAICS 541330 is $41.5M. This effort will be
competed full and open.
This will primarily be T&M. Details on the amount of FFP will be released
in the draft.
At this time we do not have any information to provide on how any secure
environment contracting activities will be handled.
This effort will be competed full and open, $41.5M size standard.

How are the cyber requirements different between
2021T‐01
the two task orders?

The Cybersecurity portion of the Tech Management Contract will be used
for onsite SETA ISSO/ISSM‐related work. Work that is considered "core"
(SwA, VAE, etc) even though some may be onsite will be on the SSE
contract.

Does Tech Management track back to the old Matrix
2021T‐01
Support division?

Tech Management provides Matrix Support of both Government and
Contractor personnel. Tech Management has never had the name "Matrix
Support Division." Prior to the AvMC reorg, S3I did have a group of
matrixed software engineers that merged with Tech Management.

Will there be a requirement for OFF‐SITE Personnel,
Yes, there will be a requirement. Off‐site personnel details will be
2021T‐01 as some matrixed organization have space constraints
provided in the draft TORFQ.
or requirement for work to be performed OFF site ?
What was the predecessor contract? Who was the
2021T‐01 incumbent? If there were several contracts that were
bundled, what were they?
For Cyber requirements, What CMMC level will be
2021T‐01
required?
2021T‐01

If this is going to have separate TDs are you
considering a Multiple Award contract?

There was no bundling to form this requirement. This is a new contract
with no predecessors.
There are currently no CMMC requirements for matrixed contractor cyber
support.
Separate TDs will be issued throughout the period of performance of this
task order. It will be administered similar to other EXPRESS Tasks Orders in
the Technical Domain.
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Question

Answer

2021L‐01 What prior contract number supported the 2021L‐01? FA8075‐14‐D‐0025‐0011
Regarding the STORM Programmatic 2021P‐01, what
is the incumbent contract #?
2021T‐02 Can you repeat the FTE for 2021T‐02?
Will any existing requirements from technical
2021T‐02 requirement migrate to either the programmatic or
logistics task orders
When do you anticipate a Size Determination for the
2021T‐02
T‐02 TO be made?
My understanding from S3 notes from your briefing is
that the 128
current SETA FTE at STORM will be allocated across
Technical, Programmatic and Log EXPRESS task order,
plus additional LOE for future, I assume with 109 FTE
for Technical, 60 for Programmatic, and 10 for Log. Is
this correct?
2021L‐01/
2021P‐01/
I assume there will be charts if they released for
2021T‐02
public consumption.
2021P‐01

You are only talking about those who actually sit in
the PMO, not ones that
are obtained by other organizations who support at
location other than the
PMO, such as S3I contractors, is that correct?

No prior Programmatic TO; new effort is being split out from technical TO
W31P4Q‐09‐A‐0019/0004.
109 (approx)
Yes, some of the existing requirements under the current TO (W31P4Q‐09‐
A‐0019/0004) that were determined to be more programmatic in nature
will migrate to the new Programmatic effort.
We do not have a estimated date at this time.

Positions currently under W31P4Q‐09‐A‐0019/0004 will be split among
both the Technical (2021T‐02) and Programmatic (2021P‐01) TO's.
STORM contractor positions currently covered by external (non‐STORM)
contracts are also included in the totals along with future support.
ACC does plan to post the slides once approved by Public Affairs.

